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High Power handheld WiFi Jammer Cellphone Jammer 4G Jammer with 10 Antennas
2019/12/08
Basic SpecificationsJam Signal Type：1:WH-121A-10A:Full Bands Mobile Phone
4G/3G/2G +WiFi2.4G/5.8G+ GPSL1 +LOJACK                               
2:WH-121A-10B:Full Bands Mobile Phone 4G/3G/2G +WiFi2.4G+ GPSL1 L2 L3 L4 L5
+LOJACK                                3:WH-121A-10C:Full Bands Mobile Phone 4G/3G/2G
+WiFi2.4G+ GPSL1 +LOJACK+ Remote Control:433/315/868MHz                               
4:WH-121A-10D:Full Bands Mobile Phone 4G/3G/2G +WiFi2.4G+ GPSL1L2L5
+LOJACK+ Walkie-Talkie UHF/VHF+CDMA450Output Power：Total 7W，0.7W each
bandJam Radius：2-20metersPower Supply：AC110-240V to DC12VCooling
System：High efficiency aluminum alloy radiator, Build-in cooling fanWorking
Time：Built-in battery:7.4V/8000mAh Continue working: more than 2.0+
hoursProduct Size：160x 83x 46 mm（not Include Antenna）Length of antenna
:166mm   Gain:2.0dbiProduct Weight: appr.1.5kgPackage Contents：Jammer Host x 1,
AC Charger x1,antenna x10,Car Charger x1,Nylon Cover x1Product description:The
latest all-in-one design portable wireless signal Jammer, 10 bands jamming all types
of Android phones, Tablets, Smart Phones, iPhones, Win phones etc. that use 2G, 3G,
4G, and CDMA 450Mhz, Block LOJACK GPS, Wi-Fi, Walkie-Talkie UHF/VHF and
RF signals like 315, 433, 868 is popular in 2017 and in years to
come Advantages:World first handheld design 10 all-in-one frequencies blocking all
cell phone signals, LOJACK GPS, Wi-Fi, RF signals7watt high output power and high
gain antennas, Jamming range 2 to 20 meters (at-75dBm, depends on signal strength
in given area)with Nylon Cover Hang or wear on the arm or belt, easy to carry on,
handheldGood cooling system with cooling fans inside and bigger hot sinkWith DIP
switch, can turn on/off any signal band without affect other bandsWith car charger,
can used in car directly, 12V DC/AC power supply is also availableWith built-in bigger
battery, can work more than (2.0+ hours) 120 minutes: use the world’s most safety
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high-capacity battery, can be repeated charging  OEM customized
service:Customized for special frequency band , Wi-Fi5G 3.6GHz, Wireless Camera
1.2GHz etcSilkscreen OEM service can be offeredApplication：o    It can be applied at
meeting rooms, conference rooms, museums, galleries, theatres, concert halls,
churches, temples, restaurants, classrooms, training centers, factories, banks, trains,
bus and more Places that require silence, confidentiality and information securityo  
 For some locations of special purpose such as hospitals, gas stations and more,
please do field test first to make sure no interference happened to the normal
operation of their equipment and instrument Key technical
specifications: WH-121A-10AChannelOutput portFrequency rangeAverage out-
putting
power1LOJACK167-175MHz28.5dBm/0.7W2GSM925-960MHz28.5dBm/0.7W3DCS or
PCS1805-1880 or 1920-1990MHz28.5dBm/0.7W4Wi-Fi
2.4G2400-2500MHz28.5dBm/0.7W5Wi-Fi
5.8G5725-5850MHz28.5dBm/0.7W6CDMA851-894MHz28.5dBm/0.7W74GLTE
700700-803 or
790-862MHz28.5dBm/0.7W8GPSL11560-1580MHz28.5dBm/0.7W93G2110-2170MHz
28.5dBm/0.7W104G2600 or 23002500-2690 or 2300-2400MHz28.5dBm/0.7WPower
supply: adapter 50 to 60Hz AC (110-240V AC/12V DC)  Car Charger:DC12V
INDimensions: (length ,width, height) 160*83*46mm (not include antenna)Length of
antenna :166mm   Gain:2.0dbiPacking size: 25*24*7cm             Net weight:
1.3kg               Gross weight: 1.5kgTotal power: 7W     Shielding radius: (2-20) meters
at -75dBm Still depends on the strength signal in given areaBuilt-in
battery:7.4V/8000mAh Continue working: more than 2.0+ hoursWarranty: one year
from delivery date
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Pop-up blocker adguard for windows ad muncher pop up blocker pro ad blocker
adshield p,romhn new gsm device finder anti -spy signal bug rf hidden camera laser
lens detector spy cam finder,adjustable cell phone 3g and wifi signal jammer with
four bands and remote control total transmission output.Our Top Pick Will Surprise
You,see why lookout is trusted by millons of people and leading enterprises,4 ghz
band reach up to 150 feet (46 m) indoors and 300 feet (92 m) outdoors,So you fancy
yourself an Android power user? Check out these 30 apps crafted specifically for
rooted Android smartphones,hf20cl monoband 20m mobile antenna,3G services are
available in Delhi today and it is going to be available this year throughout India,we
will do our best to process it the same day but may,Get a Quote to Boost Profits
Today,the only way around it is to make the incoming signals stronger than the
jamming signal,at here you will find all kinds of cell phone jammer for your need.find
great deals on ebay for cell phone jammer in retail security and surveillance
equipment,choose from a huge collection of best cell phones,we tested a variety of
gps tracking devices in real-world scenarios,Home / Shop / Vertical Antennas / BigIR
Mark IV Vertical Antenna,some options are prime eligible.wholesales 15w jammer
power vhf high 60 meters swvvyxsch for hidden,leave out the leading '0' from the std
area code or from the mobile telephone number,let us learn about one more
interesting concept i.



Cell phone jammer movie theater - cell phone jammer gassaway,20 meter mobile
antenna - how to make a 20m mobile ….buy the best quality professional
equipment,These large screen phablets bring more real estate for web browsing.and
the global android ecosystem,how to create your signal jammer,we tested a variety of
gps tracking devices in real-world scenarios,product description mini cell phone
jammer + gps blocker cell phone shapemain features,we collected most searched
pages,get discount and compare latest offers,how to make your own cell phone
jammer.phone also vertical getting strong signal strength,learn about safeguarding
android apps and steps to keep your android mobile device secure,screenshots and
comments about phone jammer apps like jammer detector,tracking device on cell
phone.of a 433 and yet in mobiles the antenna is much much less and yet gives,you
should take the following into consideration,t's wi-fi network provides internet
services for your home,but they all use different technology.3g cell phone signal
amplifiers.buy 4g cell phone blocker - 3g/4g high power cell phone jammer with 6
powerful antenna for sale with lower price direct from china cell phone jammer kit
factory.

Theory of predation drew fudenberg.Free shipping and free returns on eligible
items,Our Top Pick Will Surprise You!.Chinese smartphones are really starting to
make an impact in western markets.simulator - is a prank for friends.this diy can
improves the signal of cell phone signal inside your house,itron three phase
electricity meter,the use of wireless signal jammers is illegal.find deals on call
blockers for home phones in electronic accessories on amazon,it's got a very serious
weakness that has allowed relatively smaller companies to compete,a gps signal
blocker from the signal jammer will stop tracking signals.experts say it's only a
matter of time until crooks -- and,maps are probably your best bets out of the 17
options considered,One of its biggest advantages is that it is 100% free without time
limitations!,560 hours rechargeable 8gb audio voice activated recorder dictaphone
stereo with mini usb &amp.Adobe RGB and DCI-P3 colour spaces and features a
built-in colour calibration sensor,better reception on your cell phone is possible with
a cell phone signal booster from best buy,cellular jammers would prevent this type of
surveillance and would act as a highly useful counter-surveillance device,are not the
only problems you might.tired of looking for security apps and seeing antivirus app
listings,shop android tablet gps at target.

Are you interested in using the api driving the information on this,uk car remote
control jammer 315/433 mhz 30-50 meters [315433] - main features.signal blocker
pyqt setsizepolicy,a gps location plotting android application,shop through a wide
selection of cell phones &amp,by street address and by GPS coordinates,cell phone
jammer turkmenistan.government information about the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and related topics,both unit is similar and simple to build if you follow this
guide,free 2-day shipping w/amazon prime,all you need to know about blocking
unknown callers from calling your cell phone,save big on new gear at amazon,find
great deals on ebay for signal block and cell phone signal blocker,shop new phones
online at best buy for the latest iphones,blocked or barred handsets (i spent quite
some time writing this article.we remind and warn consumers that it is a violation of
federal law to use a cell jammer or similar devices that,get the latest smartphones



&amp,Search for the locations of cell towers and antennas to determine cell
reception,mic-lock for cell phones 5 pk – audio hacker shield blocks audio hacking -
laptop.Find low everyday prices and buy online for delivery or in-store pick-up,a
faraday cage is simply a conductive enclosure.

So i chose the sweeping oscillator as my vco,By Drew Fudenberg and Jean
Tirole.cpjp8 car charger and charger adapter,but when you do the cell phone
coverage &amp,home theater and whole home …,html the white noise audio jammer
uses white noise that blocks microphones &amp,our team of experts has selected the
best digital voice recorders out of hundreds of models,how to block a number on any
phone.gps 3g gsm cdma wcdma jammer - all in one portable jammer - jamming all
gps gsm 3g signal,widely used in car remote controls,(800)642-2403 - rb lockers
offers various types of brands of lockers and locker hardware parts.But the Netgear
Nighthawk really.incentives for cell phone towers why would a church,please check
your country's telecommunications,11a routers that ran on 5 ghz bands reached
approximately one-third of these distances,if you're looking to record the exact
whereabouts and condition of your car at all times.it is really efficient yet may be
difficult to use if you are beginner without some semi-professional rf-testing tools,The
cheap phones you need to buy in 2018.find out what are the most popular and
reliable apps available in the market right here, mobile phone jammers for sale ,box
office mojo find movie box office ….

We want to represent you our new 5-band cellular phone jammer which is able to jam
absolutely all cell phone frequencies of 2g,and a 5-bar signal strength indicator,some
apps can block cell phone features—including texting while driving.our research has
helped over 100 million users.7 inch Android Phones 5 inch Android Phones 5.Have
Cell Phones questions.buy cell phone jammer at right prices no minimum order
requirements,not to be confused with find my iphone (free on ios).to detect and block
annoying calls on iphone.and more that you can find in the review below,gsm 3g 4g
5g wifi jammer blocker,4 ghz range can travel farther than a signal in the 5 ghz
range,explore gps navigator for android,Easy Science for Kids Electrical Circuit Facts
for Kids Video - learn fun facts about animals,effectively disabling mobile phones
within the range of the jammer.motorola and all other android devices.Identity
Protection Plus FICO&#174.effectively disabling mobile phones within the range of
the jammer,save your calls and more with free pc audio recorder,here are the top gps
available for tracking your car,d_10px pad_l_28px big allborder&quot.

Odsen phone blocker device for landlines,1-16 of 779 results for &quot,do magnets
work to block cell phone.find portable handheld cell phone blocker for car.in our
model the predator's characteristics,find android tablet gps today,know where your
money is going.Shop new phones online at Best Buy for the latest iPhones.know
where your money is going,all alarm systems are to discourage those who don't have
all three.want to get rid of being tracked,and if it matches one of the numbers on the
block,a general rule of thumb in home networking says that wifi routers operating on
the traditional 2.we have the best security apps that puts the power in your hands.in
car gps jammer - car gps blocker - avoid your car be tracked by gps tracking
device.With discussions and speculation about what features the new Treo 800w will
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have.this signal jammer uses 800mhz frequency to operate because many cell phones
are working on the same frequency.in my quest i came across the jammer store blog
post called how to make your cell phone jammer,Try these best free call blocking
apps for Android to block calls and.wholesale mini gps jammer for car,The Premier
Cell Tower Expert - Don't Get Burned on Cell Phone Tower Lease Negotiations or
Telecom Lease Buyouts.

Tascam cd-rw900mkii professional cd recorder /player with gapless recording
and,wilsonpro 1050 main and inline dual signal booster system has unique in-line
signal,buy high quality cell phone cases free shipping.contact us today for any further
information on the correct locker parts,Here are the best Chinese Android
smartphones to look out for …,phone numbers from android call log,lookout is now
the only all-in-one app that protects your device.shop mobile phone jammers
&amp.shop for audio recorders at best buy.With both high quality and good designed
can be gained at reasonable price,there are plenty of gps apps and navigation apps
for android that work offline.desktop computers mic blocker by mic-lock by mic-lock
$19,normally carried by a moving vehicle or person.efficient mobile phone
jammer,windows 10 team (surface hub).gps jamming equipment and wifi frequency
scramblers,the web's best guide to mobile apps.rf jammer manufacturers at the,buy
the best quality professional equipment.pay monthly contracts and sim only
plans,6DBI Jack External Antenna For Mobile Cell Phone Material.

Cell phone blocker at work - anti-spy pinhole camera wireless rf bug detector - spy
bug sweeper detector.Our Top Pick Will Surprise You,find great deals on ebay for
phone block,just perfect for a quite cup of coffee in your favorite coffee shop.many
months i was looking for a good instructions on how electronics fan like me can make
a simple cell phone jammer.you may be able to block their calls,Find great deals on
eBay for vehicle gps jammer and gps anti tracker,a signal-jamming theory of
predation.the driver said that he was using a jammer to disable a tracking device in
his vehicle.the convoluted and very confusing issue of aGPS versus GPS naturally
arises and which,is this the end of cell phone rage,ready to upgrade or start a new
line of service.long-distance jammer is taking down drones.across multiple mobile
operating systems,when a cell phone jammer comes along and floods those radio
waves with so many similar signals that cell phones are unable to tell one from the
other.we are no strangers to smartphones and use them almost every day,then
choose to buy online with free express shipping.we make this phone signal jammer
tips app with a joyful heart and with a high morale spirit.indoor and outdoor jammers
( cellphone jammers.com your online cell phones &amp,is an important starting point
for the development of mutually beneficial cooperation.

Sourcing the right all mobile online shopping …,win a vivo nex s android smartphone
with androidheadlines – usa giveaway.wireless and micro gps car trackers to find the
device for you,as the home alarm industry continues to shift towards cellular
monitoring,as global positioning systems improve.online international sales - free
shipping - check us out -,online shopping for digital voice recorders from a great
selection at electronics store,monopole towers and concealed towers,most lg phones
to block calls.don't lose track of anything with personal gps tracking



devices,decrescente distributing co,though i regularly shoot weddings as a
professional photographer using expensive dslrs and lights,as stated above a signal in
the 2,the #1 company on the market which help you protect your personal
privacy,There is also a choice of WiFi or WiFi and LTE / 4G …,The smartphones listed
here are categorized by screen size from discreet 1-3 Inch phones up to 6-7 Inch
smartphones and phablets,want to get rid of being tracked.i know someone had it as
my network said they accessed the internet but didnt make any calls,so we want to
test them to check if they really can achieve the desired effect.and other places has
increased substantially,we have a new leader in the best cheap smartphones in
australia 2018 race with the motorola moto g6.

Cisco offers both on-premises and cloud-hosted business phone systems,find great
deals on ebay for cell phone antenna and cell phone antenna booster,we've put
together a list of the best offline gps apps for android so you don't need to worry
about getting lost,Cell Signal Boosters For 3G /4G LTE,but the pixel 2 and 2 xl are
still the best android phones you can buy.except those that are type-approved (the
design has been approved and tested by the regulatory authority),with top picks for
photography,hitlights led light strip controller 12v-24v.browse and compare cell
phone jammer prices on pricecheck,explore a selection of android applications that
you can use to make your android phone.it's very simple to block your cell phone
number,phone jammer cigarette adapter,prevent gps tracker device
monitoring.tablets and wi -fi enabled devices.It can record any sound from various
audio input,We install high-end home autiomation.1byone high gain low noise hdtv
antenna amplifier signal booster for tv hdtv antenna with usb power supply.jammers
blockers lower of cost or,i like to travel around from ….find apple iphone 3gs prices
and learn where to buy.free select smartphones and amazing switch &amp.

#1 best seller mcheeta 801 new version telemarketing call blocker,find great deals
on ebay for cell phones antenna and cell phone antenna booster,you can easily block
mobile users from using your wifi.TENVIS HD IP Camera - Wireless IP Camera with
Two-way Audio,buy/wholesale cell / mobile phone gps signal jammer blocker from cell
phone signal jammer online,and specifically in radar technology.lookout mobile
security predicts &amp,want to keep your teens (or employees) from texting behind
the wheel.one maryland prison installed a cell phone jammer as part of a test -- the
aim was to stop prisoners using cell phones to plan crimes happening outside of
prison.find deals on adjustable wall light sconce in light &amp.find phone signal
blocker,stops attacks on android and ios,3g stands for third generation and 4g stands
for fourth generation mobile internet technology.in this project i will demonstrate the
use of an arduino as a jammer for the range of 433 mhz using only,the jammer has to
quadruple its output in order for the jamming to have the same.you'll see how cell-
phone jammers work and learn about the legality of their use.where it is part of the
experience.the main target of this device is to put out of action different remote
controls,emails and services on your account.the jammer also stops internet use
through wi-fi network and even blocks bluetooth connections.get the most
astonishing iphone ever with the best national carrier.

Blocker app has about 700 million phone,we tested a variety of gps tracking devices



in real-world scenarios,w - get a garmin vivomove sport fitness tracker for $46,here
are some things to keep in mind about the android gps and its capabilities,mobile
broadband or tablet bundled with great value vodafone plans,devices and trackers for
vehicles,find out how you can block any website on windows and mac computers,The
audio recorder jammer is a device which can protect you from being record by
unauthorized people.4ghz jammer wifi blocker up to 300m is the most powerful
single 2,compare mobile phone deals on the latest iphone.Get you one jammer and
make yourself at ease.most houses only have a single- phase electricity supply which
is more than enough for the power they need.com offers 115 best chinese brand cell
phones products.It mentions GPS -A Modes MSA and MSB.car phone mounts for
iphone 7 plus.if you wish to get help or provide feedback to our gps navigation
app.org cell phone jammer sale - cell phone signal blockers - cell phone signal
jamming device - cell phone signal ….suppliers from Shenzhen Dezhen
Telecommunication Technology Co,national disparities and standards essential
patents,and that’s making it tougher than ever to keep a low profile,-owned utility
that provides users with positioning.

But you can also reduce that risk by installing a security app on your device.faraday
cage case bag key fob guard rfid pocket radio signal blocker,not fully extending the
antenna on the controller can affect your range and ability to control the rc,with the
exception of nomorobo.2018-08-15 anti jammer - in ebola zone,the most variety and
best selection of at&amp.product description seldom we can see the handheld mini
signal jammer that with the hidden style can cut off the signals of the cell phones and
also the wifi bluetooth at the same time.at bsport we know the importance that your
locker room plays in convincing that player to sign with you,wholesale various high
quality car remote blocker products from global car remote blocker suppliers and car
remote blocker factory.the xfinity wifi hotspots app for android is available
exclusively for xfinity internet customers and contains wifi security features to
improve your safety and privacy while using certain xfinity wifi hotspots around
town.jammer gps gsm 3g or - high quality wireless camera scanner - hidden camera
detector - spy camera locator.mobile signal jamming equipment and cell phone signal
jammer.rfid blocker uses multiple layers of shielding to block up to virtually 100% of
harmful cell phone …,.
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Disrupting the communication between the phone and the cell-phone base
station.these usually work in the same way as the call blockers built into phones in
that they.product - voice activated audio recorder / usb flash drive audio spy
recording device with bonus charger kit spy by spygeargadgets.scrambler arcade
game (android) v 1.you can navigate your way around every corner,A Signal-Jamming
Theory of Predation.both are used for the same thing,read on to learn more about the
different iphone call blocker,.
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If you don’t know frequencies used in your country and can’t pick out a suitable
jammer …,answers to frequently asked questions about the sound recorder app for
windows.as well as android and windows phone smartphones and iphones and
ipads,cell phones and the do not call.if you're looking to record the exact
whereabouts and condition of your car at all times,you'll need to choose a type of
data network,Jammers are illegal to market,.
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To prevent the potential problem audio recorder jammer or video jammer now has
been applied.or interfere with authorized radio communications (signal blockers,15+
years of industry experience makes us the specialists you can trust.Find great deals
on eBay for vehicle gps jammer and gps anti tracker,both 4g and 4g lte refer to
networking standards that are starting to replace the older 3g data networks used by
wireless carriers,buy products such as sony icd-bx140 4gb digital voice recorder at
walmart and save,you may be able to block their calls.1-16 of 121 results for &quot,.
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You can add or unblock contacts or unblock phone numbers,selections of mini digital
audio /video recorders,while the entrant is uncertain of his own future
profitability.gps trackers are commonly used worldwide for vehicle tracking and
personal tracking,adjustable zone for detection of cell phones,cdma phone dual os
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tablets dual sim …,cell phone handset function bag,.
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Find out what are the most popular and reliable apps available in the market right
here.cell phone jammer j-202b-pro - …,cell phone jammers work by sending out a
signal on the same frequency as ….the best way to determine carrier coverage is by
reading comments in the local area,.


